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To find more reliable geographical distributions of fire-damaged areas, this paper uses Kasai-zu (fire disaster maps), 
documents on a fire disaster, and a database that is based on records of historic buildings damaged by great fires. This 
paper undertakes a case study of the Great Fire of Genji, which occurred in Kyoto during the end of the Edo era. Our 
analysis revealed that some of Kasai-zu corresponded with the fire-damaged area of  Genji based on documents and 
database. We believe that these geographical distributions corresponded with other information as more reliable. The 
next problem is to classify the characteristics of Kasai-zu on the basis of the reliability of the contents therein. 



















































































Ⓩ㘓␒ྕ ⾲㢟 ᩘ㔞 ห෗ ᙬⰍ య⿢࣭኱ࡁࡉ ᡤⶶ
tn0270 ᴟᮏࡋࡽ࡭ 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 35.949.0 ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0285 ி㒔኱ⅆ ᴟᮏࡋࡽ࡭ 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 37.050.3 (4764) ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0286 ி㒔኱ⅆᴟᮏࡋࡽ࡭ 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 38.352.6 (4764) ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0287 ி㒔኱ⅆஅ␎ᅗ 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 36.149.0 ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0289 㸦↓⾲㢟㸧 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 30.846.0 (3954) ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0291 㸦↓⾲㢟㸧 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 38.353.0 ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0293 㸦↓⾲㢟㸧 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 30.845.9 (4155) ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0304 ி㒔኱ⅆஅᅗ 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 38.551.1 (4763) ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
tn0306 ி㒔኱ⅆஅ␎ᅗ 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 15.521.3 (3247) ி㒔ᕷṔྐ㈨ᩱ㤋
dmuch02 㸦↓⾲㢟㸧 1ᯛ ห ᙬ 31.045.5 ❧࿨㤋኱ᏛṔྐ㒔ᕷ㜵⅏◊✲ࢭࣥࢱ࣮





















































































































































































Ⓩ㘓␒ྕ ⏫ᩘ ᐙᩘ ᅵⶶ ❟ᩘ ⚄♫௖㛶
tn0270 㸫 25,000 1,100 47,000 500
tn0285 756 30,240 1,134 㸫 㸫
tn0287 1,180 42,000 1,500 㸫 480
tn0289 1,250 37,000 1,500 㸫 㸫
tn0291 㸫 18,000 340 36,000 㸫
tn0304 675 25,130 1,375 60,620 390
tn0306 1༓వ 6୓వ 㸫 㸫 㸫































































































































































Ⓩ㘓␒ྕ ጁᚰᑎ௜㏆ ίᅜᑎ௜㏆ ୐᮲㏻࿘㎶
tn0270 ڹ ࠐ 
tn0285 ࠐ ࠐ ࠐ
tn0286   ࠐ
tn0287 ڹ ࠐ ࠐ
tn0289 ڹ ࠐ 
tn0291   
tn0293  ࠐ 
tn0304  ڹ 
tn0306  ࠐ 
dmuch02  ڹ 
dmuch03 ڹ ࠐ ࠐ
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